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INTRODUCTION
This manual is intended for use by users of Victorian Collections. This manual will take
you through the technical aspects of using the Victorian Collections online collection
management system to digitally catalogue your collection.

ACCESSING THE CATALOGUE
Type https://cms.victoriancollections.net.au/login into the URL bar on your internet
browser.
Enter your username or email, then your password and click Login
Enter your username or email, then your
password and click Login. If you have
forgotten your password, click Reset your
Password to be sent a link to reset your
password.
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Once you have logged in, click Items to
access the collection catalogue.
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SELECTING A RECORD CATEGORY
Victorian Collections offers four record categories: Object,
Artwork, Publication or Archive. For each item you catalogue,
you will need to begin by selecting a record category. You can
change record categories at any time from the Admin section
within the record.
Within your collection, you may have specific sub-collections
and item types, which will require using one or more record
categories across your catalogue.
Object record is used to catalogue:
Items collected for historic or scientific interest. This might include three-dimensional
objects, paper documents (stand-alone items that are not archives, e.g. historical
photographs, maps, letters), books that are not for public lending (e.g. rare or historic
books), and digital items (e.g. oral histories, films).
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Artwork record is used to catalogue:
Artworks or works of artistic craftsmanship. Items catalogued using this record
category could be two or three dimensional, or digital. This record category includes
additional fields to record Artist Statement, Credit Line, and Mounting and Framing
information.
Publication record is used to catalogue:
Publications that are available to be borrowed or read by the public or members of
your organisation. This record category is suitable for cataloguing any publication (e.g.
magazines). Typically, these publications will be commercially available or not one-ofa-kind items. This record category includes additional fields to record the ISBN,
Subjects, Series, Editions and to identify the item as Fiction or Non-Fiction.
Archive record is used to catalogue:
Documents, photographs, maps or correspondence in your collection that are
considered archives in a more formal sense due to their shared provenance, function
or a particular style of arrangement. This record category includes additional fields to
record the Archival Unit Type, Format, Start/End Date, Provenance,
Purpose/Function, Arrangement and Content.
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CREATING A NEW RECORD
CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD
To create a new record, click New Record
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Select your desired record category. This manual section
pertains to Publication Records.

Your screen will now show a new record, ready for you to complete the fields.

CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

IDENTIFICATION
This section captures key information required to create a strong and reliable
connection between a physical item and its associated information.
Record the item’s Identifier. This may also be
referred to as a registration number,
accession number, or a collection inventory
number.
Select a category that accurately describes
the type of item you are documenting from
the Item Type drop-down menu.
Where further descriptive information is
needed, record an Item Name. This should
specify what the item is in a word or two.
Depending on the Item Type you have
selected, you may not need to record any
additional information and choose to leave
this field blank.
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Record the item’s formal Title if it has been
assigned one by its creator. This discretionary
field is only for books, documents, works of
art, etc. with a specific title given by their
creator.
Record the item’s Edition number. Enter this
as a numeral, for example, 7th. ed., not
‘seventh edition’.
Record the item’s Series. This should be indicated if the work is from a related series of
titles.
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Record the item’s ISBN/ISSN. This is the International Standard Book Number of 10 to
13 digits for books, or an International Standard Serial Number of 8 digits used to
identify newspapers, journals, magazines and periodicals.

Record any additional identifiers in Other
identifiers. Click Add Identifier to create
a new entry.
Enter a Type and a Value for each
additional identifier. For example: A call
number on the spine of a book would be
classed as an Other Identifier. You can
write the words Call Number in the Type
field and then the actual digits in Value.

These fields are all visible to the public.
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MEDIA
This section stores digitised images and media files relating to the item for the dual
purposes of preservation and public access.
Remember, this field can also hold audio, video, and other file types. You may like to
upload digitised copies of important paperwork relating to the item or an oral history
recording from the donor - it can all be uploaded here.
Start by uploading a new media item. Either click this box or drag and drop your file.
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Select the correct file, and click Open. Note that you can select multiple files to upload
at once by holding down the Ctrl key when you click.
A notification that your upload is complete will appear on the right of the screen.
At the bottom right of your uploaded media item, you will see
these symbols:
downloads the media file to your computer.
displays information about the file, including its Name, Type, System ID, Width,
Height and Size.
gives three options; Rotate Clockwise, Rotate Anticlockwise and Delete.
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Record the Title of the media item. For
example, “Image of ‘Australia in the War –
Volume 1”.
From the drop-down menu, select the
permission you hold to share this media
item. For more information on media
sharing options provided by Victorian
Collections, click the
button on the
right-hand side of the screen.
Where relevant, record a Credit Line
acknowledging the visual reproduction of
the item, not the item itself. e.g.
"Photographed by Duy Trinh" or "Image
courtesy of [Organisation name]" or
“Digitisation funded by [name]”. The
information provided in this field will
populate the Media Reuse component on
the public website, so ensure you provide
the information required for legal crediting
purposes.
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Record an Alt Text description of the image to aid vision impaired viewers with screen
readers to understand the image. Avoid phrases like 'Image of...' as this is evident to
text reading programs that will often preface your text with 'Image depicting…' For
more information on Alt Text, click the
button on the right-hand side of the
screen to access our information sheet, ‘Making Your Collection Accessible’.
Where relevant, record the Copyright holder of the digital reproduction. In many
instances this field will be left blank, especially if the item being catalogued is in the
public domain, as it is not common practice to claim copyright in the reproduction of a
public domain item. However in some cases, the digital reproduction copyright may be
held, for example, by the photographer or the digitising funding body (such as your
organisation). If this is the case, enter the name of the copyright owner of the media
you have uploaded.
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If the media item you are attaching to your record is a video or audio file, provide a
brief Description summarising the contents for public viewers.
If the media has spoken or visual language, enter a Transcript in this field.

These fields are all visible to the public.
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CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

DESCRIPTION
This section records information about the item that cannot be captured by
digitisation alone. This information is useful for identifying an item's physical
characteristics and will inform material-specific preservation strategies, future
conservation activities, storage solutions and research.
Select the item’s Medium. From the dropdown menu choose from: Hardcover,
Paperback, Unbound or Digital.
Record the item’s Physical Description.
The aim is to describe the object in
sufficient detail so that the reader is able
to visualise it. Consider colour, shape,
materials, texture, ornamentation and
moving parts, prominent features, imagery
and symbols.
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Record the details of any Inscriptions and
Markings. Inscriptions should be
transcribed verbatim and closed with
inverted commas. A new line of text should
be depicted by a forward slash (/). If there
are multiple inscriptions it can also be
beneficial to specify their location on the
object.
Where the written or spoken words are
used and the language is known, record
the Language. For preferred terms, click
the
button to access the Language
Glossary.
Select one or more Production Methods for this item from the drop-down menu.

CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

For consistency it is preferred you use a term from the existing list, however if your
desired term does not appear in this list, you may enter your own by typing it into the
field and pressing enter. This will increase the discoverability of your item on the
Victorian Collections public website. For a full list of preferred terms and definitions,
click the
button to access the Production Method Glossary and Production
Method Terminology.
Add Materials tags by clicking into the Materials field and selecting from the list at left.
Start typing to search for your preferred term. If you have entered a broad term,
suggested narrower terms may be displayed. Selecting both the broad and narrow
term will increase your item’s discoverability in public searches. Add as many terms as
needed. If your desired materials term does not appear in this list, you may enter your
own by typing it into the field and pressing return. For a full list of preferred terms,
click the
button to access the Materials Glossary.
To record the dimensions of your item, click Add Dimension.
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Record the applicable Configuration of the object for this set of dimensions. For
example, a suitcase may have smaller dimensions in a closed configuration and larger
dimensions in an open configuration.
Record the Dimension in Height, Length, Width or Depth as appropriate using just a
numeral, and then designate the Unit used for the measurements from the drop-down
menu. To record further dimensions click Add Dimension.
If you have additional measurements, record these in the Duration and Weight fields.

These fields are all visible to the public.
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RELATIONSHIPS
This section allows you to make connections between your catalogue records by
documenting two different types of relationships between items in your collection.
You will likely not use this section for all items.
Parent and Child relationships are inherent relationships between items which are
part of a set. Examples of collection items which demonstrate parent-child
relationships include a set of books or a box set of pamphlets. In each case, the ‘parent’
is the set in full, and the ‘children’ are each composite part: each individual book, or
each item within a box set. Creating individual records to document each ‘child’ allows
you to manage them independently, and record differences in their respective
condition, location, and use.
Begin by creating a conceptual parent record which
documents the set as a whole.
Next create a child record for each individual part.
You can use the Duplicate Record function to create
copies of the original parent record that retain
information you’ve already entered. For more on
duplicating records, see page 146.
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Finally link each child record ‘up’ to the parent record. Click Add Parent Record.
This will take you to your catalogue, where you can search for the Parent Record you’d
like to link to:

Make a selection by clicking the + icon at the right of the screen then clicking Ok. Your
Parent and Child Records are now linked.

CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

The Related Record functionality can be used to document curated relationships
between collection items that may not have a direct or inherent relationship, but are
connected by circumstances or interpretation. These connections may be through
similar time periods, style, donor, object type and so on.
To add a related record to the item you are
cataloguing, click Add Related Records and make one
or more selections from your catalogue by clicking the
+ icon at the right of the screen, then clicking Ok.
Next click the drop-down arrow. Record the nature of
the relationship between these items.
The records you have selected will be linked to the item you are cataloguing as Related
Records.

Relationship data recorded in this section is visible to the public.
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REFERENCES
This section is used to record any resources you consulted in developing this item
record.
To create a new entry, click Add
Reference.
Enter the Title of the resource you
consulted.
Enter the URL of the resource, if
applicable. Note that hyperlinks must
begin with http:// or https://
Enter the ISBN of the book you consulted
or the ISSN of the newspaper, journal,
magazine or periodical.
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Enter a brief Description of the
information in this resource (e.g. author
biography).

These fields are all visible to the public.
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CONTEXT
The Context surrounding an item is often what gives it meaning or value to the
collecting organisation and others. This section records the significance of the item.
Click the appropriate box to indicate if the
item is either Fiction (imaginary events or
people) or Non-Fiction (informative or
factual).
In the Summary field, provide a summary
of the ideas, themes, protagonists and/or
plot of the publication.
In the Contextual or Historic Information
field, tell the story of the item. Link it to
relevant historical events, themes and
people if known, or provide contextual
information about the item/work.
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In the Subjects field, add subject
keywords relating to the ideas, themes or
names/places relating to the item to assist
researchers and users of your collection. It
is important to use consistent keywords
throughout your catalogue to make
searches more accurate. Appropriate
subjects might include variations in
terms/names (e.g. WWI, World War One)
or associated broader and narrower
category names (Cotton, Textiles,
Fashion) that will help the public find the
item through their own searching.
There is no need to repeat words already
entered in other catalogue fields as field
text is also searchable. Add keywords one
at a time by clicking Add Entry after each
keyword or pressing ‘Enter’. Click the x to
delete an entry.
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In the Statement of Significance field, enter a Statement of Significance. This is a one
paragraph summary of why the item is significant and what type of significance it
holds. For an explanation of significance, press the
button to access our
information sheet ‘Significance in a Nutshell’.
Check the appropriate box/es in the drop-down menu to describe this item’s Primary
Significance: Historic; Artistic or Aesthetic; Scientific or Research Potential; Social or
Spiritual.
Check the appropriate box/es in the drop-down menu to describe this item’s
Comparative Significance: Strong Provenance; Rarity or Representativeness;
Condition or Completeness; Interpretive Capacity.

These fields are all visible to the public.
To assist with identifying Subjects, you may want to designate a list of
keywords or a thesaurus that is relevant to your collection. The
Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences have a comprehensive
thesaurus, but depending on your collection, there might be a more
specialised and effective thesaurus for you.
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A Statement of Significance is a concise, reasoned argument about
how and why an object is of value. It can be as simple as a couple of
sentences summarising the object’s meaning and importance.
For more on how to write a Statement of Significance refer to the
publication Significance 2.0.
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PROVENANCE
This section details the events that have occurred during the item’s ‘lifetime’, from the
time it was created until it was acquired into your collection.
First record the item’s Creation or manufacture.
Where necessary, you can elect to keep details of
the item’s creation private by checking the ‘Hide
creation details from website’ checkbox.
Record the creation Date, if known. Write the exact
date if you know it, (e.g. 31/07/1986). If the exact
date is unknown, make this clear (e.g. c.1974-76).
Record any additional Details about the item’s creation, for example, details about the
context of the production of the item. Please note that details relating to parties (i.e.
individuals, organisations) and places may be entered in the sections below.
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Use Victorian Collections’ Parties functionality to
record the Parties associated with the item’s
creation, including the primary creator, and any
individuals or organisations who had a role in the
item’s creation.
Alternatively, if the creator/s are unknown, click the
checkbox, ‘Creator/s are unknown’.
To add a creator, click Add creator.
You can either attach an existing Party record, or if you have not yet created a Party
record for this individual or organisation, you will need to create a new Party record.
To attach an existing record, select the Existing record check button, then search for
the name of the Party record you would like to add.
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The Party record you have searched for will appear on screen. To select it, click the
plus icon on the right of the screen, then click ok. To associate another Party record,
repeat this process.

Alternatively, to create a new Party
record, click the New record check
button. Fill out the fields with the name
of the individual or organisation, and any
relevant contact details.
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Click Save at the top right to save and
return to your item record.

This party is now linked to the item record, specifically to the item’s creation.
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In the Role field, make an appropriate selection from the drop-down menu to indicate
the role this party played in the creation of the item.

For example, a film may have multiple Parties associated with its creation, with roles
including director and producer; a functional object may have both a designer and a
manufacturer.
To keep a party and its role private, click the ‘Hide from website’ checkbox. Even if this
checkbox is not clicked, only the name and role of the party will display on the public
website.
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If you would like to delete an Associated party from your item record, click on the
‘rubbish bin’ icon to the right of the Party/Role entry that you would like to delete.
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Record the details of the location of the item’s creation using Places associated with
creation. Click Add place.
Record the Nature of this place’s association with the creation of the item, bearing in
mind that there may be multiple places associated with the item’s creation. For
example, a functional object may be designed at a studio, and manufactured at a
factory.
Record the location Details of the place. If you wish to keep these details private, click
the ‘Hide from website’ checkbox.
To record more than one place associated with creation, click Add place and repeat the
above steps.
If there is any further information pertaining to the creation that has not been
captured in the associated parties or places, record it in the Other details relating to
creation field.
Next record any additional provenance events in the life of
the item, from its creation until it was acquired into your
collection. Examples of provenance events include sales,
transfers, or use in exhibitions and publications.
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To create a provenance event, click Add event.

Make a selection from the drop-down menu
to indicate the type of Event you are
recording.

Then, following the above steps, record the date of the event, and any associated
Parties and Places. Where necessary, you can keep the details of this event private by
clicking the ‘Hide from website’ checkbox.
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If there is any further information pertaining to the creation that has not been
captured in the associated parties or places, record it in the Other details relating to
this event field. For example, if the Event is a Sale, you may record the reason that the
item changed ownership.
To create additional provenance events, click Add event and follow the above steps.
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All Provenance Events are visible to the public by default, however
the specific contact details of each Associated Party remain private. If
you wish to keep a Provenance Event private, click the ‘Hide from
website’ checkbox.
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ACQUISITION
This section helps you to record how an item came to be under your custody and to
document the ownership status of the item.
From the drop-down menu make a selection that
best describes How the item was acquired into
the collection.
Record the Date when the item was acquired
into your collection (e.g. 31-07-1986, c.1960).

Record the Name and Contact Details of the
person or organisation the item was acquired
from.
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Where relevant, use the Has Been
Acknowledged checkbox to indicate that the
item’s donor has been acknowledged for their
donation.
Record the Date when the acknowledgement
was made (e.g. 23-08-1986).
Use the Other Details field to record any
additional information regarding this item’s
acquisition. It is good practice to explicitly
record where the details of an item’s acquisition
are unknown.

These fields are hidden from public view.
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LOANS
Use this section to record the item's loan history.
To create a new entry, click Add Loan.
If f the loan is going from your collection to
someone else, check Outward, or if an item is
coming in from elsewhere to your collection,
check Inward.
Then select the most relevant Loan Purpose
from the list in the drop-down menu. If
selecting Other, include the reason in the
Loan Notes field.
Record the Start and End Dates of the loan
(e.g. 23-08-2019 in the Start Date and 24-102019 in the End Date).
.
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Record the Name and Contact Details of the
Person and Organisation the loan is arranged
with.
To create additional loan entries, click Add
Loan.

These fields are hidden from public view.
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EXHIBITIONS
This section records an item’s Exhibition history.
To create a new entry, click Add Exhibition Record.
Record the Start and End Dates for the
Exhibition, (e.g. 23-08-2019 in the Start
Date field and 23-08-2020 in the End
Date).
Record the Title of the Exhibition. This
will also populate the top of the entry.
Enter the Location where the Exhibition
is to be held.
Provide a Description of the Exhibition so
that it will make sense to someone
reading it back in the future. What was it
about? Why was it put together?
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To create additional exhibition records,
click Add Exhibition Record.

These fields are hidden from public view.
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CONDITION
Condition reports are an essential tool to facilitate effective care of your collection.
Create new condition reports each time you interact with an item, for example when
removing an item from storage, and returning items to storage from use i.e. an
exhibition or loan.
To create a new report, click Add Condition Report.
Select a term from the drop-down menu to
describe the item’s Condition:
Excellent – The item is in near perfect
condition.
Good – The item is clean and stable. Any
deterioration is minor and does not detract
from its cosmetic value.
Fair – The item is in a stable condition but
may require some attention prior to display.
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Poor – The item is structurally unsound and
is in danger of loss without the appropriate
steps to preserve it.
Unspecified – The item has not been able to
be assessed. If this is selected, add details in
the Comments field.
Record the Date when this assessment is
made.
Record the Name and contact details of the
person who checked the item.

These fields are hidden from public view.
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RISK
This information in this section can be used to highlight items in that collection that
may need care or treatment to mitigate further deterioration or damage. Over time,
these reports can also provide an overview not only of the risks to the specific item but
also to the collection as a whole. To learn more about carrying out a Risk Assessment,
click the
button to access our information sheet ‘Assessing Risk in Your
Collection’.
To create a new Risk Report, click Add Risk Report.
Choose from the drop-down list of Risk Types:
Physical Forces (e.g. earthquakes, transportation
damage or poor handling)
Fire (external; bushfires, internal; building fires)
Water (e.g. from flood waters, plumbing issues or
roof leaks)
Vandalism or Theft
Pest (e.g. insects or rodents)
Contaminant (e.g. inappropriate cleaning
products, dust or air pollutants)
Light and UV (e.g. sunlight or light bulbs)
Temperature (very high or very low
temperatures)
Humidity (high or low humidity levels)
Custodial Neglect (e.g. data loss or dissociation
of an item from its associated information)
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Select a Risk Factor of High, Medium or Low. For
example, for a costume kept in a display case for a
long period where it is exposed to full sunlight,
the Risk Factor for Light and UV would be High.
Record the Date when the item is assessed (e.g. 30-01-2020).
Include any additional Assessment Notes.

CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

Record the Name and contact details of the
person who undertakes the assessment.

Record Mitigations that can be taken in regard
to Handling, Storage, Display and Packing of
collection items to mitigate risk. Over time,
these provide a useful summary of how the
item’s potential risk of deterioration could be
improved.
To create additional report, click Add Risk
Report.
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These fields are hidden from public view.
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CONSERVATION
Where you intend to seek, or have sought, treatment of an item by a trained
professional, record the details of the treatment in this section.
To create a new report, click Add Treatment Report.
Select one of Treatment Status options
from the drop-down menu. They are in
order of a usual workflow, starting with
Proposed, then Approved, In Progress or
Completed.
Select the Treatment Priority: High (most
urgent), Medium or Low (least urgent).
Summarise the details of the Treatment
Proposal.
Record the actual Date of item treatment
(e.g. 30-10-2019).
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Provide details of the Treatment Process
that was undertaken. This may include
materials, measures and methods.
Summarise the Outcome of the
treatment. What were the results?
Record the Name and contact details of
the person who carried out the
conservation treatment.
To create an additional report, click Add
Treatment Report.

These fields are hidden from public view.
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LOCATION
This section will help to ensure that your catalogue provides an accurate record of the
location of items in the collection, whether in storage or on display.
Record the Current Location of the item.
Record the Date Moved (e.g. 30-01-2019) and
Time Moved (e.g. 2.00pm) to show when the item
was moved. In the event that an item is misplaced,
this information will give you clues as to who last
moved the item (and perhaps didn’t update the
record).
Record the name of the person the item was
Moved By and any additional notes about the
location move.
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It is important when making a new item record to
always give the item a Regular Location so you
know the usual location where the item is stored.
For example, if the item has been out on
exhibition, this shows where the item needs to be
returned to for long-term storage.

These fields are hidden from public view.
If you don’t have a location tracking system in place, we recommend
creating a map or floor plan of your organisation’s storage and display
spaces and giving each location a letter or number. For example,
Room 1, Table B, Showcase 6, Shelf D.
Refer to your storage locations in a consistent manner to aid
searching. For example, you may use the format “Bay 5, Shelf 2, Box
18” or “B5-S2-B18” or “05-02-0018.”

CREATING A PUBLICATION RECORD

VALUATION
This section records the valuations made about a collection item; you may record
multiple valuation reports to reflect the changing monetary value of the item.
Valuations are made by trusted and experienced valuers who are experts in a
particular style, period or type of item.
To create a new report, click Add Valuation Report.

Record the Value in dollar and cents (e.g.
$1,000.50).
Record the Date when item was valued.
Record the reason for valuation in Valuation
Type, for example, Insurance.
Record the Name and contact details for the
person and/or organisation who undertook the
valuation.
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These fields are hidden from public view.
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RIGHTS
The information you record in this section will help you make informed decisions about
how your collection items can be shared with the public, whilst protecting the rights of
the item copyright holders.
Select from the drop-down menu the
applicable Copyright Category for the item.
This selection will populate the Media Reuse
component on the public website. As a rule of
thumb, the types of items that may be covered
by copyright include artworks, books, music
and film, whilst item copyright usually does
not apply to functional, heritage objects. For
more on Copyright, click the
button to
access our information sheet ‘Online
Collections – the Copyright Traffic Light’.
Record the Date of the Copyright Expiry.
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Record the Name and contact Details of the
Copyright Holder.
Record any Permissions that have been
granted by the copyright holder including
specific restrictions. For example,
“Permission for publication in our
eNewsletter for this use only by Mr T. J. Smith
via email on 10-08-2020”.
Record any relevant Attribution Requirements, so members of your organisation have
a record of what has been agreed to into the future. For example, “When publishing,
include credit ‘Courtesy of Mr T. J. Smith’.”
With the exception of the Copyright Category, these fields are hidden
from public view.
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ACCESS
This section assists you to manage the level of public access that is appropriate for this
item, including physical and digital access. The level of access will be determined based
on any cultural legal, privacy or other restrictions in place. You may need to consult
with donors or source communities to fully understand what restrictions are
appropriate.
If the item you are cataloguing is on display,
click the check-box This item is on display
and then make a selection from the dropdown menu best indicating the Public
Display Location.

Record any applicable access Restriction
Types by making a selection from the dropdown menu, or where relevant select
Unrestricted.
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Depending on your selection, additional
fields will be generated for you to record
the steps you have taken in relation to this
item’s legal, privacy or cultural restrictions.

For more on legal or cultural restrictions click the
button to access our
information sheet ‘Cataloguing Aboriginal of Torres Strait Islander Items’ and ‘Legal
Restrictions in Your Collection’.
Record any additional notes or comments relating to access requirements in the
Access Comments field.

The Public Display Details and Restriction Type are visible to the
public. Fields documenting the restriction process and access
requirements are hidden from public view.
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RESEARCH
This section may be used to record any research or speculative notes about the item,
with reference to the knowledge source.
To create a new Research entry, click Add Entry.
Record the Details of any research that was
undertaken, such as: official organisation
websites, interviews, publications or people
interviewed
Record the Date this research was
undertaken.
Record the Name and contact details of the
person who did the research.
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These fields are hidden from public view.
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NOTES
Think of this section as a to-do list for your cataloguing team. If a record is incomplete
or you would like to note something for the next cataloguer, leave instructions here.
Notes may include "Next Tuesday, investigate address of publishing house" or "Joan,
please locate the hardcopy donor form, scan and attach to Media." Notes may be
deleted once the specified task is complete.
To create a new note, click Add Note and the drop-down arrow.
Add a brief Title to indicate what the note is about.
Ensure to title your notes so that they make sense
to other cataloguers.
Record the Contents of your note.
To create additional notes click Add Note.
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These fields are hidden from public view.
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ADMIN
This section records the associated user account information for this record and allows
for some administrative changes.
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To change to a different Record Category, click Change Type and select from the
drop-down menu. Please note: if you have already entered data this will not be lost but
some fields may not display, depending on the Record Category selected.
To switch the record from Public to Private or vice versa, click either Show Record or
Hide Record as needed. Please note: this will not overwrite the ‘Hide from website’
fields where that check-box has been clicked. Individual fields not designated for
public display will still not show on the website when Show Record is selected.
Every record created in the system has a unique identifying number. This section also
has information about the date, time and person who creates and subsequently
modifies the record.
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VIEWING YOUR CATALOGUE
Within your catalogue, the Victorian Collections CMS offers customisable view
settings. Depending on the task you are undertaking, you can select which
fields to view and which to sort by.

Click Hide Thumbnails and Show Thumbnails to toggle between showing or
hiding thumbnails of the media for each item in your catalogue. The thumbnails
will appear to the left of your catalogue.
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Select whether you wish to view your catalogue as a Table or a List. Viewing as
a table allows you to decide which fields to view and sort by.
Select how many items you would like to display per page from the drop-down
menu. A high number of items per page may be useful when scrolling to check
data across multiple entries, whereas the smaller number may be useful when
cataloguing new items. Please note that a high number of items per page may
result in slower processing times.
The one-line summary shows which page you are on from the total number of
pages and the total number of item records. You can select to work on the Next
Page or Previous page by clicking on the left < or right arrows >
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When viewing your catalogue in a table, the columns displaying Identifier, Item
Name, Title, When Created, When Modified and Is Private are the default, but
you can customise this using Select columns and Sort to arrange your records
according to your preference.
Select Columns allows you to select to display the fields that are most useful
depending on the work you are doing. For example, if adding new records you
may like to show the Identifier/Registration number as the first column. If you
are checking on item locations, you may choose to show the Current/Regular
Location field instead. It is customisable to suit your needs.
Click Select Columns and from the Add Field dropdown menu select the fields you would like to include
in the table.
Once you have made your selection you can further
customise the catalogue view by changing the order of
how the columns appear from left to right.
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To do so, click the ‘=’ equals icon and while holding down the mouse button,
drag and drop the name in the order in which you want the columns to appear.
To delete a field/column from showing on the page, from the Select Columns
menu, go to the field name and click on the rubbish bin icon. The field will then
not appear on your page view.
Sort allows you to sort records in Ascending or Descending order by clicking on
the triangle icons next to the field.
To change the order for the fields priority in which to
sort, click on the ‘=’ equals sign and still holding down
the mouse button, drag and drop the name in the
order in which you want the sort.
Fields for sorting can be deleted by clicking on the
rubbish bin icon, or, added by clicking on the plus
sign “+” and selecting the field you wish to sort by.
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Download allows you to save your collection as a CSV (Comma-Separated
Values) table file which can be opened in any spreadsheet program, such as
Microsoft Excel or Google Spreadsheets. This can be particularly useful if you
need, for example, to print out a list of items and locations for a stocktake.
You will be prompted to save or open the file for use in software outside of the
browser or to the location you specify on your computer.

Victorian Collections also offers customisable View
Settings within each record. You can view the record
one section at a time by selecting Single tab from the
menu at the bottom left of the record. If you prefer all
record sections in the one view, select All tabs from
the menu at the bottom left of the record. This will
then show all fields to be filled in as a single, scrollable
page.
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SEARCHING YOUR CATALOGUE
Simple Search
If you need to run a search for an item record, or multiple item records, use the
search bar at the top of the screen.
You can run a quick search by simply typing a search term into the search bar
(such as ‘jellyfish’) and pressing ‘enter’ on your keyboard or clicking on the
magnifying glass icon.

Advanced Search
You can also run an advanced search by using the search builder.
Click on the ‘Advanced search builder’ tool to the right of the
search bar.
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From the drop-down menu select Add Condition and then click on Condition.
Select the information category that you would like to search (such as ‘How
Acquired’) from the drop-down menu.
To run a search for an exact term relating to that information category, select
‘equals’, then enter the value you are seeking (such as ‘Donation’) and click Run
Search.
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To run a search excluding an exact term for an information category, select
‘does not equal’, type in the value (such as ‘Commissioned’) and click Run
Search.

To run a search to find all item records with no data entered into an information
category (such as Condition) select ‘is empty’ and click Run Search.
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Likewise, if you would like to search for all item records with data entered into
an information category, select ‘is filled’, and Run Search.
You can add more than one condition to your search builder (such as Add
Condition – Condition – Historical Information – is filled). From the drop-down
menu at the top left of the Search builder select ‘And’ if you would like the
search results to only show item records with BOTH conditions. Select ‘Or’ to
see search results that show one OR the other.
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You can also create a complex search that uses nested conditions (i.e. a search
within your search). This allows you to search not only for multiple terms, but to
also use multiple ‘And’ ‘Or’ options within the same search query.
For example, you may want to find all records with media files attached (image,
video, etc.) that are watches or clocks. To do this, add your first condition (such
as ‘Add condition’ – ‘Condition - ‘Public media types’ – ‘Is filled’). Then select
‘Add condition’, and ‘Nested condition’. In the box that appears below, you will
need to click ‘Add Condition’ and then ‘Condition’ again.
Then you will be able to select one of the additional information categories you
would like to search (such as ‘Item name’ – ‘Equals’ – ‘Watch’), followed by the
other information category (such as ‘Add condition’ – ‘Condition’ – ‘Item name’
– ‘Equals’ – ‘Clock’). For this particular search query we want the search results
to show either watches or clocks (select ‘Or’). Finally, scroll down and click ‘Run
Search’.

Saved and Recent queries
For advanced searches that you would like to run on a regular basis, you can
save the query to run again another time. Create the search using the Advanced
search builder. Once you have your results, the search ‘query’ will be displayed
in the search bar across the top of the catalogue.
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In the upper, right-hand corner of the screen,
click on the icon showing three vertical dots, and
select Saved queries, then Save this query.

Type in a suitable short name for the query and click
Ok. The query will now be saved for use next time
you need to run the advanced search you have
created.
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To run a saved query, click on the icon showing three vertical dots, and select
Saved queries, then Restore a query. You will be shown a list of your saved
queries to choose from. Select the query you wish to run by clicking the name of
the query.
To delete a saved query, click the ‘rubbish bin’ icon.

To modify a query name, click on the pen icon and then the type in the new
name. When you are happy with the new name click on the tick icon.

If you have run an Advanced search but not saved it, you can select Recent
queries and you will be presented with a list of your most recent queries. Click
on the query you require from the list to run it.
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Here is an example of a list of recent queries:
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VICTORIAN COLLECTIONS FIELD HELP
If you need help or are seeking best practice direction to fill in particular CMS
fields/sections, you’ll find a responsive help guide throughout the Victorian
Collections CMS that also includes information sheets and videos to guide you.
Please Note: you need to be in editing mode to have access to this in-system
help guide. Click the Update button at the right-hand side of the screen to edit
your record.
Click the ? Help icon on the right of the screen to activate the
guide.
For broad Section guidance, look in the Help Guide via the ? Help icon to the
right of your screen. For individual Field guidance, make sure the ? Help icon to
the right of your screen is activated, and then click your cursor in a given field
for specific information about it.
Field Help is responsive and will change to match the field you have selected.
Similarly, resources within the Help guide are specific to the field or section
selected, and are interactive links that will open a new browser tab/window to
be viewed.
This is an example of Help
for a Section. To close the
Help guide at any time, click
on the ‘X’.
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Below is an example of Help for a specific field. A helpful description will be
given to guide you in completing the given field. Often more detailed guidance
will be attached as a PDF document.
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WEBSITE WEIGHTED FIELDS
Your public records will rank higher in search results on the public website if the
Website weighted fields have been populated with data.
The Website weighted fields for each record category, with their respective
record sections noted in parenthesis are as follows. The top fields in each list
carry the highest weighting:
Object record
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifier (Identification)
Public media items (Media)
Item type (Identification)
Year (Provenance - Creation)
Materials (Description)
Subjects (Context)
Physical description (Description)
Contextual or historical information (Context)
Alt text (Media)
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Artwork record
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifier (Identification)
Public media items (Media)
Item type (Identification)
Year (Provenance - Creation)
Materials (Description)
Subjects (Context)
Physical description (Description)
Contextual or historical information (Context)
Alt text (Media)

Publication record
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifier (Identification)
Public media items (Media)
Item type (Identification)
Title (Identification)
CREATING AN ARCHIVE RECORD
Year (Provenance - Creation)
Creator (Party associated with Creation, Provenance)
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•
•
•
•
•

Materials (Description)
Subjects (Context)
Summary (Context)
Contextual or historical information (Context)
Alt text (Media)

Archive record
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identifier (Identification)
Public media items (Media)
Item type (Identification)
Archival unit type (Identification)
Materials (Description)
Subjects (Context)
Alt text (Media)

Please note: If you are not sure of a creation date, you may enter an
approximate date or even a series of dates (c. 1910, 1930s, 1900s, 1965-1975,
etc.).
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RECORD HEALTH CHECKS
Record Health Checks help you get your records in tip-top shape for
preservation and access purposes. The Victorian Collections CMS assesses
records against two types of ‘health’: web health (access) and data health
(preservation):
Web Health reviews your records to ensure all website weighted fields have
been filled, and that the records are accessible and thorough for public
browsers.
Data Health reviews your records to ensure you have captured essential
information for best practice collections management.
On your Dashboard on the Catalogue Tasks
tile, you may see a number of records flagged as
having low Web and Data health scores.
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When viewing your catalogue, you will see
these scores to the left of your catalogue
entries.
Click Low Web Health to view all the records
that need some improvement before they are
web-ready for the public to enjoy.
Click Low Data Health to view all the records
that could do with some improvement for best
practice collection management purposes.
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To check the health of an individual record from the
resulting list, click into the record and then click the
yellow Health icon on the right of the page.
You’ll then be prompted to enter data into core fields
which are empty, indicated by a vertical yellow line next
to the field that requires data. To make changes to your
record you will need to click Update to be in editing
mode. At the bottom of this Health tab, you can click
Next to see further suggestions.
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When you have completed the check, click Save.
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DUPLICATING A RECORD
If you are cataloguing a series of similar objects, you can save time by duplicating or
making a new copy of an existing record.
From your catalogue, open the record you wish to duplicate.
In the upper, right-hand corner of the screen, click on the
icon showing three vertical dots.
Select the option to Duplicate record.

A new record will be created with the majority of the data carried across. Data in the
following sections will be copied across to the new record:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identification (with the exception of the Identifier field)
Description
References
Relationships
Context
Provenance
Loans
Exhibitions
Location
Rights
Access
Research
Notes
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The following information will not be reproduced in a newly copied record:
● any uploaded Media files
● Condition reports
● Conservation reports
● Valuation reports
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● Risk reports

As each item is unique, the above entries are specific to each record. You will need to
assign a new, unique Identifier number to the new item, and upload relevant media files
and report data.

Your original record must be saved before you can duplicate it.
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DEACCESSIONING A RECORD
Deaccessioning refers to the formal process of removing an item from the collection.
The Victorian Collections CMS allows you to mark an item as deaccessioned whilst still
maintaining that item’s record and all associated data. In addition it provides fields to
record the details of the deaccessioning and disposal process.
From your catalogue, open the record of the item you wish to deaccession.
In the upper, right-hand corner of the screen, click on the icon showing three vertical
dots.
Select the option to Deaccession item.
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This will prompt a warning screen. If you are sure you want to proceed with
deaccessioning the item, click Continue. If you do not want to proceed, click Cancel.

Record the details of the decision
to deaccession this item: the Date
the decision was made, the Names
of all individuals who made the
decision, the Reason(s) for
deaccessioning this item.
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Next record the details of
the disposal of the
deaccessioned item: the
Method of disposal and the
Date the disposal was
carried out.

Click Ok to complete the process. The deaccessioned item’s
record will still be available in your catalogue, but when
opened it will be flagged as a deaccessioned item.
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You can use the Advanced search builder to create a query
which will isolate all deaccessioned item records within your
catalogue. Click the wrench icon, then Add Condition and
select ‘Condition’ from the drop-down menu.

From the left-hand condition menu, select ‘Is deaccessioned’. This will generate two
further condition menus. Select ‘equals’ and ‘yes’ then click Run Search to run the
query.
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DELETING A RECORD
Sometimes it may be necessary to Delete a record. Please note that this does not
formally deaccession an item from the collection – follow the formal process as
outlined in your organisation’s Collection Policy. Deleting a record is usually only
necessary when a record has been created in error.
From your catalogue, open the record you wish to delete.
In the upper, right-hand corner of the screen, click on the
icon showing three vertical dots.
Select the option to Delete record.
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This will prompt a warning screen. If you
are sure you want to Delete the record,
click ACCEPT. If you want to keep the
record after all, click CANCEL.

Please note that the ability to delete records is not given to all cataloguing users. Your
organisation’s administrator can modify your permissions if these actions are required.

You can only delete a record which has already been saved.
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FIELD POLICIES
The Victorian Collections CMS allows users to set Field Policies for their
organisation’s records. Field Policies are ‘rules’ you can set to help ensure that your
records meet certain standards. The policies standardise the data that is entered for
your collection and improve the quality and consistency of cataloguing. For example,
you could add policies that make sure your item records always have unique identifiers
or registration numbers.
Field Policies are applied during data entry. As a user enters data, entered values are
checked against your organisation’s field policies. Any field containing a value that
does not meet a policy requirement becomes invalid and an error message will be
displayed.
You can set your organisation’s Field Policies by navigating to Organisation Settings
from the Dashboard. There is no limit to the number of field policies you may set, and
you may add more than one policy to a single field.
Once you have set a field policy, the policy will not override information in your
existing records. It will simply prompt cataloguers to fix the ‘invalid’ section when the
record is next opened.
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Required Field Policy
A Required Field Policy specifies that the field must contain a value. This is particularly
helpful to ensure that core information is captured by the cataloguer.
To create a Required field
policy, click Add Policy and
select Required Field Policy
from the list. Select the
field in question from the
drop-down menu. In the
Error Message field, include
instructions for cataloguers
so they can meet the set
field policy.
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Unique Value Policy
A Unique Value Field Policy specifies that the field may only contain a value that is
unique, for that field, across your organisation’s records.
A common field to apply this
policy to is the Identifier
field as this will ensure that
all identifiers or registration
numbers are unique.
To create a Unique Value
Policy, click Add Policy and
select Unique Value Policy
from the list. Select the field
in question from the dropdown menu. In the Error
Message field, include
instructions for cataloguers
so they can meet the set field
policy.
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The ‘Case insensitive’ check-box asks you to set a policy for whether or not to ignore
letter case when checking for uniqueness; if set, the value ‘A-123’ would be considered
equivalent to ‘a-123’ when checking for uniqueness.
Note that this policy only applies when the field actually contains a value. The policy
means that if a user enters a value, that value must be unique.
Field Length Policy
A Field Length Policy specifies the minimum length (in characters) for any value
entered into that field. This policy can be useful to standardise registration numbers.
To create a Field Length Policy, click Add Policy and select Field Length Policy from the
list. Select the field in question from the drop-down menu. In the Error Message field,
include instructions for cataloguers so they can meet the set field policy.
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Note that this policy only
applies when the field
actually contains a value (i.e.
content). The policy means
that if a user enters a value,
the value needs to be at least
x characters long. To ensure
that a field contains a value
with a minimum length, you
would need to set both a
Length policy and a Required
policy on the field.

Numeric Field Policy
A Numeric Field Policy specifies that any value in a field must be a valid number.
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With this policy set, the field
may not contain anything
other than digits, and
possibly (depending on the
policy options) a decimal
place and a dash.
This policy may also be
useful for dimensions,
valuations or other
numerical data.
To create a Numeric Field
Policy, click Add Policy and
select Numeric Field Policy
from the list.
Select the field in question from the drop-down menu. In the Error message field,
include instructions for cataloguers so they can meet the set field policy.
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You can check the ‘Integer Only’ check-box to further restrict numerals entered into
this field to whole numbers only. This means neither decimal places nor preceding
zeroes may be entered into this field.
Note that this policy only applies when the field actually contains a value (i.e. content).
The policy means that if a user enters a value, that value needs to be a number. To
ensure that the field contains data, you must also set a Required Field Policy on the
field.
Pattern Match Field Policy
A Pattern Match Field Policy allows you to set a specific pattern of alphanumeric
characters that all entries in this field must follow. It can be useful if your organisation
uses a combination of letters and numbers for your identifier or registration number. If
your organisation would like to utilise this Policy, please submit a ticket to the
Victorian Collections Helpdesk to receive assistance from the Victorian Collections
team.
Field Policies in action
The Error message for the Field Policies you have created will display beneath the
relevant fields if the policies have not been met. For example, a field that has the
Required Field Policy applied to it will display the error message until data has been
entered into that field:
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Cataloguers can also view the Field Policies set by
their organisation while they are creating or editing
records. To do this, click the Policies icon at the
right of the screen. This will bring up a dialogue box
which displays the policies and applicable error
message. Simply click the left and right arrows to
view each policy.
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VICTORIAN COLLECTIONS HELPDESK
The Victorian Collections Helpdesk is a one-stop-shop for FAQs, step-by-step
instructions, information sheets and resources to help you use the Victorian
Collections CMS.
You can access the Helpdesk from the Victorian Collections CMS by
clicking the question mark icon at the top right corner of the screen.
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Knowledge Base
The Knowledge Base houses FAQs, articles, user guides and screen-cast videos,
covering both CMS functionality and organisational administration. All content is
grouped under topic headings, however if you are unsure of the topic or title of
information you are looking for, you can type directly into the search bar at the top
right to see a list of related content.
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VC Community Forum
The Forum is a space for Victorian Collections users to interact, problem-solve and
share support with one another. If you're looking for answers, want to share a great
resource or looking for advice on broader collection management issues, this forum is
your go-to place for shared solutions and inspiration.
To create a post on the forum, you will need to create a user account with the Victorian
Collections Helpdesk. Please note, a Helpdesk user account is not linked to your
Victorian Collections CMS user account.
Submitting tickets
If you can’t find the information you need in the Knowledge Base articles, or if you
would like to report a technical issue to the Victorian Collections team, you can use the
Helpdesk’s ticketing function.
To submit a ticket to the team, scroll to the bottom of the window and click Submit a
ticket.
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Fill out the fields with your name
and contact details, and the details
of your enquiry. You can also
attach any relevant files to the
ticket.

Once submitted, your ticket will be entered into our online user support system, and a
member of the Victorian Collections team will respond to you via email. The Victorian
Collections team will respond from 9.00 AM until 5.00 PM, Monday to Friday.
If you wish to track your tickets, you will need to create a user account with the
Victorian Collections Helpdesk. This will allow you to view all tickets you have
submitted and their progress through the online support system. Once you have
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created a Helpdesk user account and logged in, click Tickets on the Helpdesk hope
page to view your tickets.
If you only wish to submit tickets and do not require tracking of your tickets, you do
not need to create a Helpdesk user account. Simply submit tickets by following the
instructions above.
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